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About This Game

Professional Thief - a first person stealth simulator where you play the role of a burglar and are supposed to rob a house. The
main goal is to find a specific amount of money in the house and leave without being seen by the owners or their guests.

However, robbing a house is not an easy task…
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Title: Professional Thief
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Kiddy
Publisher:
Kiddy
Release Date: 13 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Dual Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 550

Storage: 200 MB available space
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I personally dislike FNAF series (very much)

So it kinda hurts to say this, this game isn't half bad!

Movement and not being locked in a single room pressing few buttons, instantly makes the gameplay way better.

Singleplayer stamina is VERY limited (you have stamina of a 9-month old baby)

Multiplayer seems pretty fun, it just takes way too long to find a match to be worth it.

It's kinda sad to see how the community makes better games than the maker of the original games.

TL:DR
I dislike FNAF
dis game ok
. you should pick up this game to play c; i highly recommend it . its got alot of replay value indeed c; i loved playing this game c;
i let's play this game on my youtube channel and enjoyed it every bit of it c; Keep it vidas i love your games and especially loved
this game c; 10/10. One of the most fun I have ever had with 99 cents. It's a simple game where you fly around in your bio
planet and build towers to fight the planets you go to and steal their resources for yourself. Has not a lot of replayability, but it
was super fun to go around taking out bases and getting the best defence.

Also, trees>walls.. Absolutely hilarious if you have friends but if you don't, it makes you slide even farther down the slippery
spiral of depression into a tranquil yet suicidal state at 3 A.M. where you silently cry your eyes out on the moldy carpet your
parents never cared to replace, while the colors of the screen dance across your room, providing a stark contrast to the emptiness
that is your soul.

7/10. Freezes when brainclap happens. I must say, I'm SO pleased with this game. The characters are interesting and well-
developed in terms of background stories. Each of them have their weaknesses and strengths that you have to figure out how to
take advantage of throughout the game. There are SO many of them to choose from and unlock over time so there is substantial
replay-ability to Sigma Theory. You can try multiple combinations for your team to try and do better in the next playthrough.

The art style for the characters is beautiful and I love the details their artist added to give each one more depth.

I was doing "well" at first but the game quickly took a turn for the worst. My relations with other Countries was falling fast,
spies were sent into my own Country to steal my scientists, it was all so nerve racking and exciting! It was a lot to take in, at
first, but by the time my first run through was over, I felt super confident that I'd have a better handle on the situations next
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time.

It's important that you take each character's strengths into account and try to plan ahead! The game works in turns and days go
by and certain events take more days to accomplish so sending the right person for the job the first time will be crucial.

My impressions: it's a must play for you guys if you enjoy playing a game that requires strategy and finesse!. Really enjoying all
of the features that come with PlayClaw - Its offering everything I've ever wanted and more for an affordable, one time, price..
This game certainly doesn't deserve all those negative reviews.
Folks, not every game has to be some crazy AAA in order to be fun/enjoyable.

It's surely not a perfect game by any means, but it's more than worth the price if you are into this kind of game. I was looking
for something along the lines of the classic PSX game Kula World and this fit the bill.

Only paid 0.49€ for this game, and it's definitely better than many other titles that plague Steam.
Support humble projects like this one.

Edit: I see some people complain about the title. If the developer is Finnish, why the hell can't he be proud of it? There's nothing
wrong with that.. I Am A Banana: Best Edition
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Good Time Waster.. To all:
1.It's a gooooooood game worth spending time.
2.If you love the pixel style, you should choose this game.
3.A lot of hidden elements waiting for you to find.
4.Moderate operation difficulty, easy to get started.

To Developer:
1.HUD in ver 0.1 much esay to see all the info, hope can selected two different HUD in the option.
2.To the completely upgrade, the game interest can not continue. It hope has Challenge mode.
3.We want more!!! Full version!!! PLEASSSSE..... What in the actual flying everloving f*ck are microtransactions doing in a
game like this? They're so nosy and reprehensible, not to mention horribly priced and recurring. Thank God (pun only slightly
intended) that I got this game in a bundle from BundleStars (they're bomb af) and didn't have to pay a cent for it, because holy
crap this is torrid. Why would I want to use a 360 controller for a poorly ported-from-mobile game that was free and genuinely
better in the past? My only use for this is achievements and trading cards, at this point. Nobody should ever buy this game again.
Rubbish.. idk why everyone hates this game, ive never played the others so maybe thats why but this game is cool, turning is
weird but the game itself is fun and the soundtrack is rad. (TLDR? This review is also available in video format below for your
convenience.)

In typical Dark Souls fashion, its latest DLC, Crown of the Sunken King cannot be accessed until roughly half way through the
game. The first of three planned DLC packs has you venturing to recover an ancient crown that was lost deep underground.

It's accessed from Black Gulch and you're greeted with three more sinister areas which add another 4 or 5 hours of challenging
content.

The areas are large, sprawling and interconnected which do well to mask the linearity, allowing you to explore in a multitude of
directions. There's tons of clever shortcuts that lead back to previous areas as well as plenty of hidden items and secrets. The
areas also feature a ton of verticality, making it feel a lot more like the first Dark Souls game.

Special switches have been added to the areas which can be attacked to raise or lower platforms as well as open secret areas.
Activating these are a bit of a puzzle and can have a pretty major effect on the environment which is a great addition.

Unfortunately the art direction for these zones is a bit uninspired, borrowing heavily from a lot of previous areas. I was
immediately reminded of areas like The Lost Bastille as well as the Oolacile Township from the Artorias of the Abyss DLC
from the first Dark Souls. It's all kind of dark, gritty, and indoors. Some added variety between the areas would have been
welcomed opposed to more of the same.

The enemies that inhabit the DLC are as dangerous as you'd expect. From ghost like knights that are extremely difficult to kill
until you destroy their bodies, to annoying archers, casters, insects and more horrifying monstrosities, there's no shortage of
formidable enemies in Crown of the Sunken King. Swarming enemies are a larger threat than ever and status ailments like
poison and corrosive damage are rampant.

The boss fights are very difficult as well as each of them are on-par with some of the hardest bosses out of any Souls game.
They require planning and quick reflexes to overcome and will surely test even the most hardened Souls veterans.

Ultimately, Crown of the Sunken King is worth playing if you're a fan of the series and looking for new content. It doesn't add
quite as much variety and content as Artorias of the Abyss added to Dark Souls 1 but with two more DLC packs planned, I can't
wait to see what other challenges From Software adds next.

This review is also available in video format for your convenience:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=h4rA8zKE_WU

Pros:
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+ Challenging enemies & bosses
+ Great value
+ Puzzles
+ Cleverly interconnected areas

Cons:

-Uninspired art direction
-Corrosive damage is annoying
-Lack of variety

If you enjoyed this review, feel free to follow me as a Steam Curator: http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/4886473\/. VR
wave shooter that doesn't bore. Add this one to your casual play collection.
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